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The objective of this paper is to introduce the reader
to some of the fundamental properties of bounded function of a
complex variable. In particular, functions of bound one and
the unit functions. ¥e feel that if the reader can master the
properties of a function of bound one and the unit function, he
■will be able to exend this knowledge to the general theory of
bounded function with little difficulty. We have tried to
make this discourse as readable as possible. Extensive reference
to other works will not in general be necessary.
This thesis is developed in three parts or chapters. In
Chapter I we begin with the definition of a bounded function
and prove a fundamental theorem for a function to be bounded
in a closed region. A function of bound one is introduced
and several examples are given. A necessary and sufficient
condition for a function to be of bound one is given. A
relaxed sufficient condition due to E. Lindel*6f is given. Then
we consider a very important subclass of the bounded functions,
the unit functions, in great detail and results of these
functions with examples are given.
In Chapter II further porperties of functions of bound
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one and unit function are discussed with great consideration
of how the modulus of these functions behave both on the
boundary of and within the region of definition. In the latter
part of Chapter II the approach is altered from considering
points and regions on the Euclidean plane to points and regions
on a non-Euclidean plane, A comparison of the two concepts
is made relative to the mapping of the distance between two
points from the to a corresponding sphere. From this comparison
we define chordal and pseudo-chordal distances. We will use
pseudo^chordal distances to prove a theorem of G. Pick and an
invariant property of Schwarz’s lemma.
In Chapter III we consider a variety of results related
to functions of bound one. Among them are the derivative of
a function of bound one, the angular derivative of a
function of bound one and we conclude with a proof of Schwarz's
reflection principle.
We assume that the reader of this thesis had been ex¬
posed to the theory of functions of a complex variable. For
this reason we have assumed some of the more elementary notions
and definitions. However, we will give the following definitions:
Definition I. A function f(s) is said to be continuous at
point Zq of a region G, if for ^^>0, there
exists a <^>0 ( dependent on both z^ and G)
such that jf(E) - f(zQ)|<€ whenever
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Definition II. A function f Cz) is said to be continuous in a
region G if it is continuous at every point of
the region.
Definition III, A function f (z) which is continuous in a region
G is said to be uniformly continuous in G, if
for e>o. there exists a <J(independent of
the points zf ) such that | f(z)-fCz/)|^6’ whenever
Definition IV, A complex number U=x4iy is said to be unimodular
if UU=| U I =1 (where U=x-iy is the complex
conjugate of U),
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greater than or equal to
A
%
less than or equal to
summation from 1 to n.
#
/•;
product from 1 to p,
modulus or absolute value
of z
chordal distance
^Zi, Z2) psuedo-chordal distance
sequence of numbers (or points)
Ux the partial derivative of U with respect to x
The negation of a sjrmbol is achieved by drawing a line through
it. For example, 1<2; read one is less than two. Negated it be¬
comes 1^2. read one is not less than two.
CHAPTER I
FUNCTIONS OF BOUND ONE AND UNIT FUNCTIONS
A function f(z) is said to be bounded in a region G, if
there is a constant M such that f(z) ■= M for all z belonging to G,
Theorem 1,1;
Let f(z) be defined and continuous in a closed region G,
then f(z) is bounded in E,
Proof:
If f(z) is identically zero, then the truth of the theorem
is obvious. Now suppose that fCz) is not identically zero. Then
there exists a point z^ belonging to G such that ECzq^ ^ call
this value a; i, e,, f(zQ)=dKO. Suppose that f(z) is not bounded.
Then there exists a point z^ belonging to G such that f(zj^) =» a + ^,
There also exists points Z2. Z3, ..., belonging to G such that
fCz2) = f(zj) +6,., f(z3) - f(z^) +€j., ..., f(zn) = £(2^=1)
where e>o, say^l= 1, Continuing in this matter we obtain an
infinite sequence of distinct points (or numbers) Zq, Z2» Zg,
z^ , ... with the property that E(zj^) = + 1 where k = 1, 2,
3, ..., n. Now by the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem (every in¬
finite bounded set has at least one limit point) the above sequence
of points has a limit point, say z'. Now by hypothesis f(z) is
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continuous at the point z* since z' belongs to G, Let 6 =
Then there exists a ^>0 such that |f(z’) - f (z)|4 % whenever
Now from above there is an infinite number of
points Zj|5 such that /z’ - zj^^since z' is a limit point of the
sequence of points z^, .... z^, .... Let z^^ and be
any two such distinct points. Then jfCz^) - f (z')j|< % and
/f(z^ - %. But from above we have = f(zJ^) + 1
which implies that fCzj^) - f (zj^) * 1 or \fCzjjj) - f(zn)j 1.
From which we obtain the following;
1 ^ j f(zj„) - f (z^) I = |f(zj„) - f(z') + f(z') - f(zn) I
= jfCzjjj) - f(z’)[ +■ j f(zn) - f (z*) J
< k = h}
therefore we have 1<% which is a contrary statement, i. e.,
1^%. Hence f(z) is bounded on the closed region E. For
example: Let f(z) = 1/z on the closed region /z - 3/2 j
which implies that 1 ^ j z Zq /*^3. Choosing f such that
j z - Zoji^e have jl/z - 1/ Zq | = j(z - z) /zz^j ^ 1 /zz^.
|z - Zo|<|l/zZp| ^ 4^, Thus petting , we have for 0
there exist^such that | f(z) - f(zo whenever h - •
Therefore f(z) = 1/z is continuous onjz - 3/21 Now to show
that fCz) = 1/z is bounded onj[z - 3/2 / ^ we note that as z
range over |z-3/2 / ^ ^ that z attains its minimum value at the
point z = l«f oi = 1. Therefore, on | z - 3/2| - % we have z ^ 1,
This implies that f (z) = !■ ^ 1. Therefore, f (z) ^ 1 = M; i.e.,
1
f(z) = g is bounded.
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A function f(z) is said to be holomorphic (regular or
analytic) on a region G, if it is differentiable on G, i, e.,
at every point of G, We say that a function f(z) is differentiable
on a region G, if it satisfies the Cauchy-Riemann equation;
= Vy And Uy = -
A function f (z) is said to be a function of bound one,
if it is defined and holomorphic in a bounded region G and if
|f( z) I ^ 1 holds at every point z belonging to G,
Example:
(1) f(z) = 1/z for |z - 3/2 I ^ % is such that|f(z)j ^ 1 (as
seen in a previous example). It is holomorphic on |z - 3/2| = %
for f(z) = 1/z =|T/x+iy^*|£x-iy)/ (x-iy)J[» (x-iy)/*^ (x2 *=y^) and
this shows that U = x/(x^ + y2) and V = - y/ (x^ + y^) from this
we see that U„ = (v^ - x^) = Vv and Uu = - 2xv = V^, Therefore.
f(z) is a function of bound one.
(2) f(z) = 1/z for UF 1 is not a function of bound one
since it is not bounded or continuous at z =0. Even if the
point z = 0 was deleted, the function would not be of bound one
except for |z| = 1.
Theorem 1. 2:
A necessary and sufficient condition for a function f(2)
to be of bound one in a bounded region G is that the moduli of
all of the boundary values od f(z) in G be leas than or equal to
one. By boundary values we mean the values the function f(z) assumes
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at each point on the boundary of the region G (where the boundary
consists of those pointsjeach neighborhood of which contains an
infinite number of the points in G and an infinite number of points
not in 6).
Proof:
First let us assume that the condition is not necessary,
i.e., jf (z*)j^l for z* on the boundary of G. We note from
above that for a point z’ on the boundary of G that there exists
an ^^leighborhood of z’ which contains an infinite number of G,
That is to say, z* is an accumulation Cor limit^point of G. Thus,
we have limit f(z) = f(z*). But if this is the case, )f(z*)| > 1
which implies that JfCzo^/” | for^>0 and z^ belonging
to G. Therefore, the condition is necessary, since the
cannot be greater than one for any z belonging to G,
Now to show that the condition is sufficient. Since
f(z) is continuous in C^and G is bounded, there exists sequences
of points zi, Z2, 2^ which converges to a point ny z' .
Then for each of the points of this sequence there is associated
functions f(z^), where n = 1, 2, 2, such that =^Cz]^),
f(z2) £(23) fCz^)^ tends to f(z’) as a limit, i.e.,
|f(zj^)| ^|f(z')/ ^1. Thus the condition is also sufficient.




If f Cz) is known to be bounded in G, then to say that
f(z) is of bound one in G, it is sufficient to establish the
above condition at all but a finite number of points z’2,
z*2, .... z*p of the frontier (or boundary) of G,
We first note that if d stands for the diameter of the
region G, then the functions (z’j - z)/d (j = 1, 2, 3, p)
are of bound one in G. That is, ~ z)/d ^ 1 for z in G,
zj = ^Thus so is the functiot^^ ^^z) = ^^(z’j - z)f'd^ , where
0 is any arbitrary positive number. To show that (^z)/^l
we note the following for the complex numbers a, b, and c;
(i) If a ^ b and b ^ 0, then a/b ^ 1 and so in their
product (a/b , a/b . a/b, .... a/b) (n times) = (a/b)" = 1
where n >0.
(ii) If(a/b) ^1; c/d ^ 1; e/f = 1, ... then their
product (a/b , c/d . e/f, x/y) ^ I,
(iii) If (i) and (ii) hold, then (a/b . c/d , e/f,,,,)*^ ^1*
The proof of these are the same as far real numbers. Now let f(z)
be any holomorphic function that is bounded in the bounded region
G and whose boundary values at all of the frontier points of G
are less than or equal to one in modulus, with the possible ex¬
ception of the z*-. Now setting f a(z) = f(z)’^g(z), then by
the above conditions the boundary values of the function fg (z).
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including those at the points z*j, are less than or equal to onf
in modulus, so that (z) is of bound one in G for every^^0,
However, at the interior points of G, we have lim f _ (z) = f (z)
since the = iis, fl 1, Which proves that
j = 1
jfCz)/ for z in G, Hence the condition suffices.
Now we shall consider, in particular, the functions that
are both holomorphic and of bound one in a circular disc
i, e,, the interior of the unit circl&ti However, among these
functions, there are those which play a very special role. These
functions are called unit functions,
A function f(z) is said to be a unit function if it
satisfies the following conditions:
(i) f(z) is holoAorphic and of bound one in |z|4l and
(ii) f Cz) is continuous and have modulus unity at every
point of the boundary, |z] = 1, of the disc )z}z. 1,
Example:
(3) f(z) LS a unit function for^ z/X l
Proof:
For any 6^0 there exists a f> 0 such that [f(z) - f(zQ)|^6'
whenever /z - Now /f(z) - fCz^)! = jz^ Zo| =|^»z^) (z+z^^
^ jz - Zq| , J z Zq I ^<^|z ^ZQ|<L2i*for on or within the unit
circle |z Zq| = |z - C-Zq) | ^2 for all zin^z|^ 1, Therefore,
choosing <J= ^2, we have, jz^ - Zq|= jf (z) - f(zQ)j^whenever |z-z
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This proves that fCz) = z2 is continuous on |z| ^1, Let z = x-^iy.
Then z2 = (x + iy)2 = x2 - y2 + i2xy. This implies that - ,
V = x2 - y2, Ux = 2x, Uy = -2x and V = 2xy, Vx = 2y, and Vy = 2y.
Thus we see that Ux = Vy and Uy = -Vx. Thus f(z) = z2 is holomorphic
on )z|^l. Finally for jz( = 1, the boundary of fz| <1, we have
J f(z)| = Iz21 = |z|2 =Vl2^ = 1. Therefore, f(z) = z2 is a unit
function for |z|^ 1.
(4) f(z) = z2 - 1 is not a unit function for |z]<.l.
Proof:
For this we need show that only one of the conditions
in the definition of a unit function does not hold for all z in
|z|^l. We note that f(z) = z^ - 1 is holomoephic inj|!!^</and
continuous on /z|= IV But j 1 = jz^ 1 | ^ 1 not hold
for every z on the boundary, |z | = 1, -th* unit disc. To show
this we take z = i. Then /f(z)j =|z^ - l|= | i^ •" =|“ 1 “ ^I“l"
= |2|»^^ 2
(5) f(z) = r (cos O' ^ llsin 0 ") = z, 0 - 0^ 2Jf, is a
unit function for
Proof:
f(z) = r (cos i sin = .7'cosO+ sinO implies U = r cos^,
V = r vsin d), = Ur . .<lx = Vy = Vr . ry + V^ ,^y,
Uy = , Ty = U^ , Oy = - v^ = - V^ . r^ - V^. 0^, Since x = ittos Q ,
y = •?^6in0, x^->4-y^ = Tp- (cos^O* sin^^) = P (1) = r^. Therefore,
r = Vx^ * y2, r^ = x/^P + y^, and x2 +' y^” Since
y/x = = tan we have y/x = tan arc tan(y/x),
r cos^ cos O'
12









and d = £. (arc tan Z),
dy X dy
0 - - y = rsin^ = - 1 , sin 0; =
X n 2 O
+ y r
1 . cos S also r = . x
where we noticej
X = rcos ^
c2 *
= cos a ; r^ = _Z = sin0,,2’ „2" X + y^ X- + y‘
Therefore, we have U = U , r + = cos d • cos Q+K- sin 0)X r X X
sin®}* ;cos^P + sin^®= 1 = V„, and U = U , r +rJ y ycyc^y
= (cos 0) Csin (-train d) cos'd = cosd* aind- eosd* sin®* 0 = V^,
Therefore, f(z) = r (cosd+ i sind) ist holomoephic in \z\ ^1, hence
i4 is also continuous on |x| = 1, Now f(z) is of modulus unity for
|z|= 1, clearly f(z) = r (cos©-*- i sind) =^cosd+ i sintf^hen /zj= 1 = r;
i.e,, |f (z) I =Vr^(cos2d+ sin^d) =v? = r = 1, Thus f(z) = r (cosG'‘+’
isin® is a unit function fbt:/^z:|<li
Theorem 1,4:
iijr I*
If E(z) and ^(z) are any two unit functions then so arej^E(z).
^(z^and E (i^(z)).
Before we can prove the above theorem, we must show the
following:
If f(z) and g (z) are defined and continuous in a region
G, then f(z), g(z) and ^2") f(g (z)) are also continuous functions.
Proof of
Let f(z) and g(z) be two continuous functions at the point
Zq in the region G, We must show that for €> 0 there exists a s> 0 such that
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|f(z) . g(z) - fCzp) , gCz^)|<6whenever |z - note first
that*
iJ
|f(z) g(z) -f(zQ) gCZjj)! = |f(z) g(z) -f(z)g(zQ)+f(z)g(z^)-f(zQ)g(zQ)[
= |e(z)[[g(z) -g(ZQ)J +gCzo)[f(z)-f(zQ^ j
^|e(z)| ,)g(z) -gCz^)! + )g(zQ)\.lf(z)-E(Zo^/ ©
Now since f(z) and g(z) are both continuous functions there exists
a number M^O such that M = Maximum of (lim f(z) , lim g(z) = g(zo) •
Also given£>«there exist 0 and^^O such that [f(z) -f(zo)I^j^ and
|g(z) -g(z^)|<^ (where M is as defined above.)
Therefore® ^ M . [ gCz) -g(Zo)]+ £(z) -fCzJll^ M ♦ -^) = 6 .
Thus /f(z) g(z) -f (z^) g(zo)j^^>£whenever fz-z^ljC^here^is the minimum
and <^2^*
Proof of ■©>
Let f(z) be continuous in a region G arid have limit fCz^) as
z tends to z^, where z^ belongs to G, Let g(w) be continuous in a
region g', which contains f(z^)and let gCw^) ^e the limit of g(w)
as w tends to f(z^) = w^^ belongs to G^, Then if gCwg) = g(f(z^),
z)) = g(w^) = g(f(z^), i.e., for 0 there exists a
such that Ig(f(z))-g(f(z^))fc6»henever \z - z4<f. To achieve
this end, we let^^be assigned. Then there exist a ^<}such that
for all f(z), ^f(z) -f(z^)|^^, jg(fCz))-g(f(zq))^4(^, Now let =^ •
Then foe this there exists a ^ > 0 such that \f(z)-f(zo)f^
whenever \z - Now since we have |g(f(z)-g(f(zQ))|<.tf‘
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whenever |z - Which proves <2).
Now back to the proof of our original theorem. Since we have
E(z) arid E* (z) as unit functions, thenjby definition^they are con¬
tinuous and of modulus unity on the boundary of the unit cirile,
fz/ = 1, Thus we can safely draw the following conclusions:
V V
(a) E(z) • E^ Cz) and E(E (z) are both continuous functions
in |z I = 1.
(b) /e(z) • E^^(z)^ ^1 which follows from [e(z) 1-1 and
(z) 1^1, hence so in "iheir product,
(c) |e (E^(z)) 1=1 for |z| ^ 1, since |z| ^1 is bounded
then the limit of the function E" (z) is obtained within or on the
boundary of /z\ = 1, Thus the region containing the points in which
^ \E(E^(z))is defined is also bounded^since the value of each of the
points Ie’^Cz)! ^1, Therefore, |e (eI^(z)|^1, Thus we can con¬
clude finally thht the product, E(z) , E^(z) and the composition
E(E ”(z)), of two unit functions,E(z) ^nd E (z) §re also unit
functions, Q« E, D,
Example:
^ 1
(6) Let E(z) = z^ and E**^(z) = for Iz^tCLlyboth of which
are unit functions,
(a) E(z) : e'^Cz) = z^ , z"^ = z^^^ is a unit 'function,
(b) E(^^(z)} = E (z^)^ = z which is certainly a unit
function, ^
Now note that if f(z) is a function of bound one in
that can be written in the form f(z) =|e(z) •§ g(z^where E(z) is a
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unit function and g(z) is holomorphic on the interior of the unit
circle; i, e,, then all of the boundary values of gCz) at
points on |z| =1 are less than or equal to one in modulus. Other¬
wise f(z) could not be of bound one. Therefore, g(z) itself must
be of bound one. This is a very fundamental fact in the theorem
of bounded functions. In particular, if f(z) is a unit function
then so is g(z).
CHAPTER II
PROPERTIES OF UNIT FUNCTIONS AND FUNCTIONS OF BOUND ONE
Now we wish to consider further properties of the unit
function and how they maybe calculated#
Theorem 2,1:
If f(z) is holomorphic and non-constant in a region G, and
if denotes the greatest lower bound of the moduli of the
boundary values of f(z) and "m" denotes the greatest lower bound
of |f(z)| in the interior of G, then if m^>0, we must have m^= m
if and only if f(z) has no zeros.un G; i, e,, a non-constant unit
function has at least one zero in the interior of the unit circle,^
This must be the case for if f(z) had at least one point
Zq where fC^Q) = 0, then "m" could be zero and hence tri^>0 would
be greater than "m" (i,e## m'^>m=0)# On the other hand, since
no point of the boundary, Jz|= 1, can be a point of accumulation
of zero (for the functional value of each point of the boundary
must be one in absolute value), E(z) has only a finite number of
^Cf, C, Caratheodory, Theory of Functions, vol# I, p# 135,
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zeros say Zj^, z^.Zg z^, where z^ are not all necessarily
distinct. The expression z^)/(I - z^z)^ represent
IfeJ •“
a unit function, for z^ and z such that z^ = z. To show
that the above statement is true, we claim that (z-a)/(z^ -z)
is a unimodular number. By unimodular, we mean any
complex number U which satisfies either of the following
conditions:
1. U U = 1
2. U (1 + tJ) = U + U‘U= 1 + U.
3. )ui= 1
We will show that the first condition holds. But
first we show that (z^ - z)/(z^ - z) is the conjugate
of - z)/Cz^ - z) . To do this we show that (z^-z)
is the conjugate of (2^ - z). We have z^-z= (x^-x)+i(y^-y).
The conjugate of Zy -z from the last equation is
(x^ -x)- iCy^- y)= (x^ ~^yv)-(x-iy) =Zy “ From here the
results follows directly. Note that -1/z (z^ -z)/(z^ -z)
= (z^-z)/(l-Z^z) where |zj= 1, for z = 1, we have
(zv - z)/(l- z^z) ^1". Thus4) is a unit function and
its zeros corresponds to those of En, i.e., g)= 0. if and
only if z^=z. Hence we may write E(z) = g(z)-j^ l^^v
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where g(z) is a unit function without zero and thus it is a con¬
stant of modulus unity. It follows that every unit function is
of the form E
V = 1 ^1-zz ^
where g(z) = e^®.
E (z) is therefore a rational function whose numerator * and de-
n
nominator are polygonial of degree n. We shall call a function
of this kind a unit function of degree ”n”.
Theorem 2,2;
If E(z) is a unit function of degree higher than the first
then its derivative E'Cz) must have at least one zero in the in¬
terior of the unit circle, /z/^1.
Proof;
f
Let W=E (z) be a unit function whose derivative E’(z)
vanishes nowhere in |z{^. We can calculate the inverse function
z=^W) in IwM and see immediately that ^Kw) is of bound one,
since lfw)| = by hypotheses, and that its boundary values
are all of modulus unity; i,e,, |4>cw) I = I z\= 1 on the boundary of
the unit circle. Hence the unit function W-E (z) represents
a one-to-one mapping the two discs jzj^l and \w[cl onto each other,
thus E(z) must be a unit function of degree one.
Now we wish to define a non-Euclidean geometry that has
all of the properties of Eculidean gecHoetry except the following;
1, Every non-Euclidean straight line has two distinct
end points, which are improper points of the line
and whose images lie on the horizon, \z\= 1, which
is the unit circle
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2, Any given point of the disc /z/<l can be connected
to a point of the horizon by exactly one non-
Euclidean straight line,
3, Two non»<Euclidean straight lines with a common
point are said to be parallel.
Thus we can see that the primary violation of Euclidean
geometry is the postulate: Through a point P not on a straight
line g, there is at most one straight line not meeting g,^
The group of meobius transformation —
\1 - az
constitute the group of non-Euclidean motions. There are two
invariants in this geometry just as in Euclidean geometry, namely
the distance invariant, En(z^, Z2), given by tan/| EnCz^^, z^ =
2
^1 ■ ^2
■ ■' <1 and angle invariant, that is, the geometry is brought
about by a mapping of the non-Euclidean plane upon the interior of
the unit circle. We simply say that the above mapping is conformal.
Chordal distance defined by (zj^, Z2) is one half of the
ordinary Euclidean distance, i,e,, one half of the chord (straight),
between the two points of the Riemann Sphere that correspond to
3
Zj and Z2 in the z- plane.
2cf, A, I, Markushevick, Theory of Functions of A Complex




We note that if two points of the unit sphere are at
spherical distance "s" from each other, then their straight
line distance is equal to 2 sin 2 • Therefore, we have
- sin \ (Es (z,, z«) X^here EsCz , z ) is the spherical distance' 1 z i 2
between the two points of the sphere corresponding to z^ andv:z2
in the z-plane.
We note further that Es(z^, z^) is defined by the equation
tan EsCz^, - |z^ - z^ ^or tanh Es(z^, Z2) jz^ - Z2 |
Using^^ we get sin®^Es(z^, tan’^g Es Cz^,
2 l+tan^% EsCz^, Zj^
Zi - z^
h - '2/' * I' * '2 ’'ll
Taking the square root we get
sin/EsCz, , z ) ■\ = z - tv,( 1 2 J 1 2 _ , =7oCz^, Z2), We note
that^Cz^, Z2) ^1.
Pseudo-dhordal distance given by the symbol y^z^, z^)
represents a distance invariant of non-Euclidean geometry, that is,
in some ways similar to the chordal distance^Cz^, z^), is
represented by the function: ^^z^, z^) = tanh % EnCz^, z^) =
]l - ^2-i(
the non-Euclidean distance between two points in a non-Euclidean
plane corresponding to z^ and z^ in the complex plane. We note that
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whenever z and z are points of the unit disc, /z/^1, we always
K - < u'have I ]
Now we wish to use the properties of the unit functions
that have been developed thus far to derive several important
results. Among these are Schwarz’s Lemma and an invariant formu¬
lation of Schwarz's Lemma, due to the mathematician G, Pick; how
to find an upper bound for f(z) at any point of the interior
of the unit disc*
Now we consider Schwarz’s Lemma in the unit circle,
Thoerem 2,3:
For f(z) a holomorphic function in the unit circle, |z|4l,
and satisfying; f(o) = o, |f(z) j ^ 1 for o4:|<l. Then it follows
that (1) /f’ (o)/«Cl, |f(z)|<|z I for o<|z|<.l, unless C2) f(z) is a
linear function of the form f(z) = e z, where (1) then becomes
/f’ Co)I = 1 and |f(z)| In either case, we have relations|f’ (o)j
^1, |f(z)| ^jz|for (o4:|z|^l), and if either one of the conditions in
(2) holds it insures us that f(z) = e z.
Proof:
Consider a complex function f(z) that is of bound one in
the disc i,e,, fCz) is holomorphic in |z/^/ and |ecz)| = 1 for
all z in Assume further that f(o) = o. Then the function
f-(z), defined as afCz)yf(o)=€(z) for Oz/z|'^l,
'
z-0 z
f^ (o) = f^ (o)
Caratheodory, I, 82,
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is also holomorphic in lz|<I. Now let be any point within the
disc |z/<l and let r be any positive nunber such that /z/<r<l holds.
Then there exists at least one point z^ on the circle |z|= r for which
(z^)|= |f(z')j = |e(z^)| holds,
I z I r
Now by the assumption jf(z)| ^ 1, we have jf (z^)/ = 1;
hence for all values of r satisfying we must have|fj(z^)|
^ i.e,, |f j:^z^)J )| = |f(z')/= f(z^) ^ 1, and hencejf j^(z^)| =w
Urn 1=1,
l^-^l r
Therefore, unless the function f^ (z) is a constant of
modulus unity, we must have jfj^ (z)J<l at every point z in the disc
Jzf^l (interior of the unit circle). Hence the definition of f^^ (z)
now implies that /f* (o)/^l, jf (.z')j<'fzj.
These relations mustj thereforej always be true except in the
ie
case f^ (z) * e , in which case f(z) = e z. In this last case we
have/f^(o)/= 1 and/f(z)/ =|z|so that in either case we always have
/e^Co)/^ 1, |f(z)/«/z/for o^jzj^l, Q,E,D,
Now we proceed to state and prove an invariant formulation
of Schwarz’s Lemma, called Pick’s Theorem:
Theorem 2*ri4s.'
Any function W=f(z) of bound one maps the non-Euclidean
plane |zl<l onto itself, or onto part of itself, in such a way that
the non-Euclidean distance of two image points under the mapping never
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exceed the non-Euclidean distance between their pre-images. If
these two distances are equal for even one pair of image points (z^^,




Let f(z) be a function of bound one in the unit circle
that assumes at z = z the value w , If f(z) ^1, we have theo o
relation w_ - f(z) z - z . where g(z) is itself a function
~ g(z)
1 WjjfCz) 1—z
of bound one. From this it follows that W' - f(z) z - z
o o
l-t^Q f(z) 1 - z_ zo
or, if we take the concept of pseudo-chordal distance y/w^, w) =
jf^CZo, z).
If we consider the two discs 1 and fwj^l as represent¬
ing non-Euclidean planes, then the non-Euclidean distances
EnCz , z) and En (w , w) are given by the equations:
o o
^(z^, z) = tanh ^ En
w) = tanh % En Cw , w),
• O' o
Since tanh u is a montonically increasing function we can
replace the relation^(w^, w) =y^z^, z) by the relation En(w^, w)
^ En(z , z). Which is what we set out to prove, En(w , w) ^
o o
En z) holds when the function w^ - w ^z^ -
1 - Wq w
becomes equal to ^z - z^^e^*; i,e,, when g(z) = e ”, Q, E, D,






Assume that wifCz) as in Theorem 2,3 Then we can find aai
upper bound for|f(z) { at any point z of the interior of the unit
circle.
Proof: /o-w/.
To do this we note that'V(o,w) 1 1^(o,Wq)«|w^ and
^(wo,w) ^^Zq,z) z*. Hence if we set |w/tftanh ^oS'tanhJWg
and^(zQ,z) tanhjz’, then observing that the triangle inequality
holds in this non-Euclidean geometry we have En(w^,w) ^
Wo+-z' and hence/ w/itanh i-(w +z') -
This implies that |{«^)|# sl(l-
/
equality cannot be sharpened, since 'f(z) can be chosen in such
away that(z and Zq being given ) the equality sign on the
left will hold,
^ Q. E. D.
0 ' O'
tanh ^ w^+ tanh § z'
w *
We note that this in-
Theorem 2.5! ‘
If f(z) is a function of bound one, other th^ & unit function
of the first degree, then we can assign to every number r such
that 0<r -<1 a number%(r) such that 0<X(r) <.1 which is such that
for ary two points Zj and of the disc | z|«c.r, we have^(w^,w2)^
X(r)'^(zi^22)*
Proof:
Let us consider the disci z|<Cr interior to the unit circle,
and ary three points, z^, Z]^^ inside this disc. For aiy two of
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these points and z^ we have En (z^, Zj)=En (o, z^)+En(o,z^)<2En(o,r)
i.e., by the invariant formulation of Schwarz's lemma or
tanh I En(z^,z )-jz^j+|zjj<2|r| , where tanh s En(o,z^) =: |r j.Mj^i (
Here we have shown, that since tanh is monotonically increasing
thatip(z^,Zj)=Tp(o,z^)4''|'(o,Zj).^ 2‘'p(o,r,) if and only if
En (z ,z.)^En (o,z.)+En (o,z.)§2 En (o,r).i 0 J ^
I
This implies that - tj| Jzj - |tj|| ^ ^
ll-
Therefore, 'lp(z^, z 2r _h.
I ^ j ^ TTt~
Now if w =• f(z) is any function of bound one, we may write
^(w2,w)r‘'J'(z^,z), jg^(z)| for i= 1,2,3, where the functions g^(z)
are of bound one. We notice that since lp(w^,w)rr'1p(z^,z). | g^(z)/
holds, we get jg (z]^)|:i ^1 * show this explicity we
take •^(Wo, Which implies that




Therefore, we can clearly see that |g^(z^)|= |g^(z^)| holds, and hence
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by lemma 2.3 we have
8o(V|<-f'V ’‘2^ ^|g^(^^)|+ h
and on the other hand,
No'%n ^1) 1+ No'%'1 ■ **
Thus if we set |g (z_)| = a<l and if we set 2h _k, it
to O " ***"^T"“1+h^
follows by substitution thatfg,(z )jx °{ "H k —A.(r)'<l. Q.E.D.
A polygonal train is a succession of different straight
line segment joined end to end and finite in numbers.
An arc ts said to be c Ontinuous if it is the image under
a continuous mapping z(t) x(t) iy(t) of a straight line
segment zst=t=t=z,
o o n
A continuous arc is said to be rectifiable if it has a
finite length, i.e., if a continuous arc is partitioned into
a finite number of intervals and the end points of each interval
is connected in succession by straight-line-segments, ire get a
polygonal train. If we continue to sub-divide the arc into
smaller sub-intervals and connect the end points as before we get
another polygonal train inscribed in this arc. We say, if the
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least upper bound of all possible polygonal trains (obtained in this
way) is finit^then the arc Cor curve) is rectifiable and the l,w«b«
is the length of the arc>
Theorem 2,6:
If f(z) is of bound one in the interior of the unit circle
of the z- plane, then it maps everyclosed rectifiable curve C onto
z
a similar curve in the interior of the unit circle in the w-plane
and the non-Euclidean lengths and of C and C respectively
w
satisfy the relation L = L ,^
z
Proof:
Choose WafCz) to a function of bound one in, hhu the
interior of the unit circle of the z-plane and suppose that fCz) is
not a constant and does not represent a non-Euclidean motion. Now
let C be a closed arc of a rectifiable curve without double points
z
in the interior of the unit circle, and assuming that WSf (z) maps
the arc one-toone- onto a jordan arc in the interior, /w/zi, of
the unit circle in the w-plane. Now since EnCz^^^ ^2^ ~
l^zj, Z2) where i,e,, twice the l,u,b of the psuedo-chordal
length of the polygonal trains inscribed in the curve is the length
of the CtPrve, We note that is a closed point set, therefore,
some disc jz|— r<l contain C^, Thus the non-Euclidean length
of f'z is finite, which means that C is rectifiable in non-Euclidean
z
metric. Now if is a polygonal train in inscribed in the image
of C under the mapping W=f (z) and if denotes the pseudo-chordal
z
length of P^, then, since the mapping is one-to-one, the vertices of
P are the images of the vertices of a corresponding polygonal train
w
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P inscribed in C whose length (pseudo-chordal) is p,. Since from
z z
the last theorem we hadTpCw^^ have
2 P„<2X(r) p -^ACr) !■ where L is the l.u,b, of all the in-^ z 2
scribed polygonal train of C , Since the above relation holds for
z
all polygonal train inscribed in G then we have !■
. “^ACr) L ^** w 2
as r->l. Thus L^, We note further that 1*^ = only if




FURTHER PROPERTIES OF FUNCTIONS BOUND ONE
AND RELATED TOPICS
In thfe final Chapter of this paper we wish to
consider several theorems which are closely related to the
theory of bounded function and geometric function theory.
Modulus of the derivative of a function of bound one
Theorem 3,1:
If f(z) is a function of bound one in | zj<l, then
the modulus of the derivative, f*(z), is given by
I 2
|f*(z)|^ 1-/f(z)(^ . equality holds only if f*(z) is a non-
Euclidean motion, f(z)=e^*/a~z ], In this disc |z\#l:|^l we
\l-az f
always have f*(z)<-^ , Where , 2 is the best possible bound,
, 21-r^
Proof:
Let f(z) be a function of bound one in
assumes at z = z^ the value w^. If f(z)
Wq- f(z)
1-Wq f(z







, ... w -f(z)be wri-tten o 1 - wof(z) g(z), and if
Zq - z 1 - z zo
we let z tend to z^, we have the z^z„/^o ~ fCz^j), Hence
*7 « 'z-z
f’(Zq) ^ 1-W„ £(Zo) g (z^) ^ ( 1 - Wq Wq) ^ a -(wj )
1-Zo io 1 --)zoP 1 "Kp
or we may write f'Cz^) - (£(zo)p gCz^) . Since f(z)
1-1*/’'
does not represent a non-Euclidean motion, i.e,, ^ e^®
or |g(z^)/^l , thus we have at every point z of the circular*
disc lzl<l that /f’(z)/<i_Z^^ - rr^i'f - —
where r is such that /z/^ r4,l . Q. H.D.
Now we consider the same function f(z) with the added
condition that f(z) = o for z = o, in order to obtain a new
bound for jf’(z) | , We have the theorem which is due to
Dieudonne•
Theorem 3,2:
If a function f(z) is of bound one in the disc |z/^l
and f(z) = o for z = o, then (1) [f'(z)| ^1 or
(2) jf(z)/f4lisIII depending on whether |z[ fyr-1
4|z/(1-/z|2)
or |z |AYT - 1,
Proof:
Choosing f(z) as before and f(z) = o for z = o, we
first let z = o, then from the expression;
£ifL.= ^ ~ ^o =S^o)J = "'o i.e., we
^o -^ 1 - ZoZ
get -Hq— = g(o) or Wq = zo gCo)#
Zo
Now we know, since f(z) is of bound one, so is g(z)«
Thus gCz ) t = MolL^JzJ^ < 1.
By setting lg(o)| = a, we get /gCz„)|^ f * ■ i^ol-m Now takeI < I ‘-''■“l + a| ZqI •
Wp = z^gCo), This implies that |w^| = fz^jlgCo)! = a| z^jand
I gCz^^/s ^ 1^0 i. * Subsf itu'fe^these results in the
relation f'(zq) = ^ ~ S^z^), we get1 - Poj ^
|f’(zo)|^L^LjfQli »g-t. |zj;e.l.,- a^lzQp ?._t...hoLl-a|zj-r-(zj|^-l.a|z^|
= L1-- a • |z il (l + a« /z^|) (a /z^|)^(l - a.|z,
(l-|z;|25 Cl-^a.|z^J)’ Cl-
Therefore |f’Cz )[<<.,lzQ|zn]> ho1'>* aj:|z^| -a^jz l-a|zj° 1-K/ 1-; ^>/
Now a+ /^o/- a^|zo| “ ajzQ^^ increases monotonically in "a" up
to a point a^ = • Hence for small values of (Zo|» say2 jz^l
holtr- 1, we have aQ%,l, Therefore, if we set a = 1 we get
. .-,.11 I I I 12 lU 121
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Therefore, However, if jz^dI>^ - 1, by setting
a = ao = ~~ 1^01 we obtain
2^Zo|
Iff. • Iz IXL^I^nl- H. |z I) . 2^^ofe 2izJ » °« 2lz^f • = (1 *lz^n^.
hoj
2
Therefore in this case —^-7?% i-s an upper bound for
4|z| Cl-|z|2)
/fCz)/ . Q. E. D.
Angular Derivative
Let f(z) be a function of bound one in the disc and
consider any triangle in the interior of |z(^l that has one of
its vertices at z = 1, Then for any sequence of points from
the interior of the triangle that converges to z = 1, if the limit
lim exist and is equal to a positive number a_ and also
n>^l -
if the lim f'(z^) = a , then aQ is the angular derivative of
ni^o* °
f(z) at z = 1,
Theorem 3,2:
The following criterion is sufficient for the existence of
the angular derivative f'Cz) of f(z) at z = 1, (f(z) is defined as
above).
1, f(z) must be of bound one in |zj<l
.2, if the lim f(x) = 1 holds for real x of z
3, if |f'(x)|z.M holds for 0<ro<x<l and 0<M<. +^
Proof:
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We can easily verify that these conditions are sufficient,
since from our definition
= I - fCz) ^
n^0ml - Zn ^ ^ 1 " ^
X of z. This implies that 1 - f(x) = ^(l-x) or |l - f(x)/=^(1-x),
therefore, we may write |l - f(x) j =1 Cf’(x) dx/ ^^1(1 —X)
choosingQ. = M we have the required results; i.e,, /f’(x)/4. M
also Jl - f(x)/=yf(x) - ll=^Cl -x')<Q,(Jl>o. Therefore,
lim f(x) = 1. Q,E,D,
x^l
As an application of these conditions we have
Lemma 3,2:
If fjCz) and f2(z) are both of bound one in I 1 and if
f(z) =fi(z). f2(z), then each one of these functions has an
angular derivative at z = 1 provided the other two has.
Proof:
If f(z) = fiCz)*f2Cz) then f(z) is of bound one in
Iz/<1, Also the lim f(x) = lim fi(x)*lim f,(x) so that we
x-^1 3<yi x»l ^
see that if limit of any two of these functions is one then the
other must also be one. Now as above we see that if Jf*i(x*^ m
and |f2,(x)y<m2 then we must have |f*(x)|<M = mj»-m2. Therefore
our assertion is proved. . . .
Next, consider the unit function E(z) = - Cl - zj)(zj^-z)
1
9
(1 - Z]^)(l -Z]^z)
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then for z = 1 we have E(l) = - ^
(1 -Zl) Cl -Zj^) 1 - 1 - Zj^
E*(z)_ = —..r .^ ~l^l| ^ then for z = 1
(1-Z-^z)^
E’(l)= _1_^|1 1 r hll ^ Ljflli - i-zMis {lo>0>
1 - Zj (l-Zj^U5l) |l-^lP
Therefore, E(z) has an angular derivative.
Now take the holomorphic function fCz) that has a zero
at z = zj^ and an angular derivative at z = 1, If we set
fCz) = E(z)*fj^(z), we see that fj^Cz) must be of bound one^ since
both E(z) and f(z) have angular derivatives^l^andflrespectively
at z = ^we must also have the angular derivative of fj^(z)
at z = 1, These derivatives have the relation
Principle of analytic continuation;
Theorem 3,3;
If fjCz) is a function, holomorphic in a simply connected
region and if the region G2 ^ subregion in common with
®1 and if a function f^C2)^ holomorphic in G2 3^5 coincides with
f^(z) in the region common to G^ and G2, then f2(z) is said
to be the analytic continuation of f^(z) in G2 and conversely.
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Also f^Cz) and partial representatives or elements
of one and the same function FCz) which is holomorphic in the
combined region G = + G2.
We wish to give two methods on how a function may be
continued analytically. Let f^(z) be holomorphic in the region
Gj and on the arc segment RNPS of its boundary. Suppose that
a holomorphic function f
2
segment RNPS such that f2(z) = fjCz) on RNPS, We wish to
show that f2(z) is the analytic continuation of f^Cz) in
G2, or to show that fjCz) and f2(z) are elements of the




Method I: Using Taylor Series Expansion,
This.method is based on the fact that in the neighborhood
of a regular point, a holomorphic function possesses a
Taylor series expansion whose circle of convergance is determined
by the position of the nearest singularity of the function.
Let us assume that the function Fj^Cz) is holomorphic in a region
then it maybe expressed in terms of a power series, say
2
Fj^(z) = Sq + a^ z + a2 z ,,,, which converge in the disc
(z/<R (where R maybe finite or infinite). If R is infinite ,
then we can compute the values of F(z) for all z such )zj<+®0 ,
and we therefore have no problem of analytic continuation.
Now if a point Zq is such that l^ol^ f^Cz) is
holomorphic for z = Zq and it has a power series of the form
f2(z) = bo + bi (z-z^) + b2(z - z^)^ + + bn (z-z^)" +
Now by Taylor's theorem,^ this series will converge in the
largest circle about the point z^ as center, which encloses only
points of Gj in which f^(z) is holomorphic. Therefore, this
series will surely converge in the interior of the circle about
Zq which is tangent internally to the circle |z|^ R, The
^Cf, K, Knopp, Theory of Functions Part I. Translated by
R, Brgemihl, Dover Publication, 1945,
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radius of convergence of this series, r , is at least equal to
^ ” 1^0 I » ^ ~ have two possibilities to
consider, depending on whether r = R - j*o| or r>R - |z^|
In the case where r = R - jz^j the point of contact of the two
circles must be a singularity of f (z). Because there must be
1
at least one singularity on the circumference |z - R -jz^j.
Since all points of |z - Zq|= R - |z / other then the point of
contact are inside [zf<R, therefore, they are all regular points.
This means that the point of contact must be the necessary
singularity.
If there were no singularities on |z - z^| = R -
then the radius r could be extended to a length such that
|z - - ^Zq| which gives us the second possibility. We
note that the circle jz - will not be contained wholly
in However, in the region common to both circles the two
power series above yields the same values and thus represent
the same function fi(z), but the last series about Zq as center
also converges in that part of |z - z^|<r out side of |z^<R.
Therefore it represents the same function f2(z). Therefore
the last series represents the analytic continuation of
in jz - Zo|<r into a region G2 which is outside of ( | zj'KR) = Gj
Call fiCz) in G2, f2(z) and we have the required results.
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Method II: Using Cauchy’s Integral formula.
Construct a simple closed curve NOPQN about RS contained
wholly within G. Let N and P be the points where NOPQ meets
R3 and let Zq be a point within NOPQN. Then from Cauchy’s




and since Zq does not belong to PQNP, we have:
1
rfr7 -"^P dz ^ dzz-zo ZTTi J z-zo.1 Stti dz'PQN ’ NP
Now adding these two groups of equations we get
F(zo) - 1TTrf —iz * 1 A. _L_(fC^)o 7Tf^z-Zo ^fF) /pjjii-zo
Since FjCz) = F2(z) on PN, we further have

















Therefore F’(z) is holomorphic at Sg. But Zg could be
any point in G, by constructing NOPQN in a different manner.
Thus F(z) is holomorphic in G. Therefore, Fj(z) has been




Method II, Schwarz’s reflection principle. Choose
RS above to be a segment of the real axis and choose fj(z) so
that it takes on real values on RS,
Lemma 3,4,1:
In terms of the above function, Schwarz’s reflection
principle states that the analytic continuation of fj(z) into
the region G2, is given by the function f2Cz) = f^(z) where
G2 is considered the reflection of G^^ with the segment PNM
Now assume that ritir"and f2(z) are holomorphic in G^
(we will finally show that this must be the case). Now we
will show that f^(z) = f2(z) throughout G2, since fj(z)and f2Cz)
are holomorphic in G2 and fi(z)rf2(z) for all points z on RS,
To achieve this, we let FCz )=f71) - f2(z) in G2,
all points z on RS, FCz) =0,
Therefore for
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Now choose any point on RS, there is some circle of
convergence G|^ with center Zq arid a radius r» Let r, be such
that, the boundary of extends at least to the boundary of
G2 where there maybe a singularity. Since F(z) is holomorphic
in C^, it has a Taylor series expansion about z^j
F(z)= F(Zq) + F’(Zq)(z-Zq) F"(z-Zq) +,,,+ 1
w
But since F(z)= o for z^ on RS, we have
F(z) = F(z ) = F'(z )=...= F^"^(z-)= 0. T herefore,00 ^ y
FCz) = 0 for all z inside C^,
Now we could choose another segment (or arc) inside
and note that F(z) =0 for all points on it. Construct another
circle C with z- on the second segm.ent (or arc) as center
2 /
and a radius which extends the boundary of G2 to the boundary
of G2. Thus, since F(z) is holomorphic in C^ it has a Taylor
expansion about zj;
F(z) = F^(zl) + F'(ztl5(z —zi)'f%F'(z •2T:)^+*..+njt’^’^\z^)(z-Z;^)"+...
But F(zj^) = 0 for zj inside C , Therefore, F’‘(z;^) =0 and
F(z) = F(zj) = F(zj^)* ... = F^”\zj^) = 0. Thus F(z) * 0
inside C2. Continuing this process, we find that
F(z) = f^(z)-f2(z) = 0 throughout G2. Therefore, f2(z)=fj^(z)
for all z in G2.
Now our theorem will be proved, if we show that fj^(z)
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and f2(z) are holomorphic in G2. To do this, recall that
fl(z) is holomorphic in G^, where y 0. For z=x+iy, we
have f2(z) ^ Ui(x,y) + i Vj(x,y). By the Cauchy-Rianann
equations; Ujx = Vjy and Vix = “Uly and each of these are
continuous.
Now consider fi(z) where z = x - iy, we have
fj(2) = fj (x - iy) = Uj (x, -y) + iVj (x, -y). Therefore,
fj (z) = fi(x - iy) «= Ui (x, -y) - i Vi(x, -y). In order for
fl(z) to be holomorphic in Gj, we must have Ujx “ “^iC-y)
-Vix = -Ul(^) for y 0, But we see that -Vi(«y) = Viy
and -Ui(_y) = U^y which yield Uix“Viyand4^ijj ■= Bjy or Vijj=-Uiy.
However, this last set of equations are the same as those for
^1(8)* Therefore, f1(2) is holomorphic throughout G2» and by
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